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Science and Social Media – The New Frontier

Background



Treat Twitter as a new data source for S&T analysis

• Think of Twitter in terms of any traditional data 

source – Patents, Scientific Publications, etc..

• Use our standard analysis techniques 

(VantagePoint) to look at search results on 

Graphene and Nano Enhanced Drug Delivery

The only difference is…

• Every abstract is only 140 characters long

The Premise of our Pilot Project:



There is a bit more than 140 characters 

of content to work with

But….



Anatomy of Tweet

Tweet Sender

Directed Tweet

Hashtags

Twitter 

Shorthand

Links

Retweet data
And more!



Given the combinations of names, links, re-

tweet information, and other Twitter data, in 

theory we could:

• Find key influence leaders

• Discover emerging terminology

• Track geographic spread

• Track time trends

• Etc…

Things we could do….



Now for the messy bits

However….



With the Twitter API you can search all of Twitter 

but the API only provides access to the last 8 

days of data.  

If you want more data, you can

• Build your own twitter database going forward

• Purchase access to the Twitter “Firehose” to go 

back in time

Twitter Data:

Now you see it, now you don’t



Who actually has access 

to the Twitter Firehose? 

• Yahoo, Google, MS

• In 2010, seven 

companies where given 

access to the Firehose

• In 2013, of those seven 

companies, none are 

still around

The Quest for the Twitter Firehose



After a bit of digging, we finally 

found current firehose

providers who were still in 

business

• One wouldn’t respond to 

inquiries

• One has embedded it into 

their own analysis products

• But finally, one did respond

Our Firehose Odyssey



Graphene Pilot



With Topsy, we were able to

• Get a key to access their Otter API

• Use their search interface to search for 

“Graphene”

• Successfully download 34,586 Tweets with 

coverage back to 2006

• Import the Tweets into VantagePoint for 

analysis

Graphene: Progress with Topsy



We were happy!



Then we looked at the data and found 

more messy bits…



The first issue we ran into was translating Topsy

Twitterese into something we could understand

• Twitter specific jargon

– Hashtag, directed tweet, RT, etc…

• Date codes

– In Unix Timestamp format

• Topsy specific jargon and vaguely defined indicators

– Hits

– Score

– Trackback totals

You call this documentation?



But eventually we sorted most of it out



And we were able to do actual analysis



And create analytical output



And produce reportable output



• The data have a lot of noise

– Order your Graphene t-shirt today!

– Maria Sharapova wins with Graphene Instinct racket

• There is a lot of gray data that are challenging to 

interpret

– Graphene jobs available

• There is also a reasonable amount of interesting 

stuff

– Research funding announcements

– Business information

– Technical content

But is it meaningful?



NEDD Pilot



NEDD presented more of a 

issue.

• The Topsy search interface is 

a bit limited

• Our Nano Enhanced Drug 

Delivery search strategy 

required complex Boolean, 

wildcards and nesting 

strategies

• Topsy only allows simple 

boolean

NEDD: Progress with Topsy



Was more than messy…

Our attempt



The NEDD experiment produced a number of major 

issues

• Search terms such as RNAi are words in that have 

other meanings in other languages so you have to 

control for language (which doesn’t always seem to 

work)

• No wildcards or truncation - presented problems

• Limitations on the Boolean was an issue

NEDD “Results”



The NEDD search was basically unusable without 

significant additional effort

The Result



The results of the pilot were a little more than mixed

• The Graphene pilot was a positive experience

• The NEDD pilot was pretty negative

• We can see the potential but it is going to take a bit 

more work

• However, the difficulty in accessing the data, the 

unknown cost, and the weakness in the search 

interface are major issues

Conclusions



There is potential.

So, Is Twitter mining useful? 



Not yet.

So, Is it worth it? 



Thank you!

Questions?


